
FeaturesStructureIntroduction

• Stainless Steel and Pyrex Construction
• 510 Connection
• Child Lock Top and Bottom
• Easy Top Fill
• Compatible with;

- XO 0.5Ohm SS Coil (Stainless Steel)
 (Direct Lung)
- XO 1.8Ohm Kanthal Coil

     (Mouth-to-Lung)
- XO 0.2 Ni200 Coil
(Temperature Control)

Child-Lock

Exchange the Coil HeadHow to Top Fill

User manual

Cleaning & Maintaining 

When necessary clean the components (except the coil head) by 
washing with clean water and air drying the components. 

The glass tank should not be impacted, dropped, or mishandled. 
Doing so could damage the glass tube and injury may occur. 

This product is not intended for use by any one under the age 
of 18.  Do not operate or heat the coil outside of its designed 
container.  Doing so may cause serious injury as the coil can reach 
high temperatures. Seek medical advice if you feel unwell or are 
pregnant. Not recommended for young people or non-smokers. 
There are no recorded medical side effects for this product.

Bypass mode should only be used by advanced users with a good 
understanding of Ohm’s law and battery cell safety. Failure to do 
this may result in thermal runaway or serious injury. All usual time 
and voltage protections still apply.

Liberty Flights is not liable for any malfunction of any mods or 
battery,  injury or death related to use of separate batteries and 
mods made by other manufacturers. Do not operate in the rain. 
Do not expose it to water when attached to a battery device. 
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The XO Tank is leak free, has child locking 
safety features and the dual lines design 
keeps the tank cool and the vapour 
production plentiful.

Contents;

1 x XO Tank (2ml)
2 x Coils (See each coil 
for resistance)
1 x Replacement Glass 
1 x Set Replacement O-Rings

The XO Tank features innovative 
child-lock technology sealing the tank 
from the top and bottom when full.  
To release the top and bottom cap, firstly 
press down and unscrew the top cap and 
remove, once removed grasp the internal 
section and unscrew the bottom cap. 
Once the bottom cap is removed the 
outer glass tube can slide down and 
be replaced.

To learn more about our products and vaping contact: 

XO atomizer heads and accessories are 
designed and manufactured with a high 

consumer focus. Utilising advanced 
methods of manufacturing and material 

selection, these XO atomizer heads 
deliver a consistent vape every time.

CAUTION

1. These coils utilise organic cotton wick, 
please do not activate without the presence 
of e-liquid.

2. It is recommended to saturate the coil prior 
to vaping, please allow 3 minutes for coil to 
saturate before firing.

COILSCOILS

To fill your XO Tank, firstly 
push down and screw off the 
child lock top cap and place to 
one side. Once removed place 
the nozzle of your e-liquid 
bottle directly into one of the 
two filling ports in the top of 
the device. Be careful not to 
insert the nozzle into the 
centre shaft.

Fill the tank with  
e-liquid to the top. 
Use the glass as an 
indicator. Ensure 
the unused fill port is 
free from obstruction 
as this releases air 
during filling.

1. Screw off the child-lock top cap
2. Hold internal section and screw off base
3. Screw out and discard old coil head
4. Prime coil head with 2-3 drops of e-liquid
5. Screw in new, primed coil head
6. Re-attach tank section to base
7. Fill tank via top filling port, attach top cap and enjoy
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Once full please allow 
3 minutes before vaping.. 

www.liberty-flights.co.uk

8-9 Arkwright Court, Darwen, 
Lancashire, BB3 0FG

Tel. 0345 257 9008

XO Coils

The XO Tank comes with 2 atomizer  heads please find  
below the various heads that fit the XO Tank.

0.5Ohm SS (Stainless Steel) - Perfect for temperature 
control (SS Mode) vaping or higher wattages and direct 
lung inhales.

1.8Ohm Kanthal - Tighter airflow draw through the coil. 
Perfect for mouth to lung inhales. (Not temperature 
mode compatible)

0.2Ohm Ni200 - Perfect for temperature control (Ni 
Mode) vaping and direct lung inhales. (Please note these 
coils only work in XO Dynamic and  XO Cloudchaser kits 
and other temperature control devices)

0.2Ω NI200
(Temperature Control

0.5Ω SS
(Direct Lung inhale)

1.8Ω Kanthal
(Mouth-to-Lung inhale) (



5. Adjust Wattage: When device is powered on, 
press the up (+) and down (+) buttons to 

adjust wattage accordingly. Wattage will move in 

0. I increments. Press and hold up ( +) or down 

(-) to adjust wattage rapidly. 

6. Charging: Use the XO USB charger to 

recharge the device. Liberty Flights recommend 

using a Liberty Flights USB wall plug (5V I A) or 

computer USB to charge. Plugs with an Amp 
output of 2A or over must not be used (for 

example phone or tablet chargers.) 
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The XO Dynamic TC features 45 watts and 

optional temperature control for an excellent 

balance of controlled power and battery life. 

With an in-built battery for safety, the XO 

Dynamic TC boasts excellent battery life. 

Supporting a resistance range of 0.1 to 3ohms 

this device is the perfect companion for the XO 

Tank or any vapers existing tank. 

I. Time Cut-Off: After IO seconds of pressing 
the (Act) button the device will cut-off to 

preserve battery and remain in safe usage limit. 

2. Low Voltage Protection: Once the Battery cell 

drains below 3.7V the device will state "Low 

VOL" and will require charge. This function 

extends the life cycle of the Battery. 

3. Atomizer Protection: The device will not 

apply power through the 5 IO connection 

without a tank/clearomizer attached. 

4. Coil- Short Circuit Protection: If the device 

detects a short circuit or low resistance in the coil 
the screen will read "Short Fault" 

5. Circuit Board Protection: When the circuit 

control board temperature is too high , the 

screen will display "TOO HOT" and the device 

will no longer activate until board is cool. 

� 22mm 

Recommended Tank 

In-built 510 to 
eGo Adapter 

(Removable) 

Activation Button 
(ACT) 

OLEO Display 

In-built Battery 
(2500mAh) 

Up(+) Button 

Down (-) Button 

Power Temp Button 
CWattage!T emp) 

The XO Dynamic TC requires a tank or 

clearomizer to vapourize e-liquid. Liberty Flights 

recommend the XO Tank and XO e-liquid for 
the perfect combination. 

The XO Tank is a part of the next generation of 

vaping devices. Featuring a top dual-lined airflow 

system to prevent leaking, child-locking top and 
bottom caps to reduce risk and an excellent 
balance of flavour and vapour production. 

- Optional Temperature Control 

- 45w of Power 

- Simple Wattage/Temperature Button 

- In-Built 2500mAh Battery 
- Rugged & Hard Wearing Design 

- Versatile Coil Capabilities 

I x XO Dynamic TC - 45w 

I x XO Micro USB Charging Cable 

I x Instruction Manual 

Recommended E liquid 

The XO e-liquid range is lovingly crafted in the 

UK with passion, finesse and extensive research. 

The Liberty Flight's team of flavourists strive to 

create the very best flavours available. The XO 

range of e-liquids are available in a 50/50 

VG/PG base and a Heavy VG range making 
them the perfect companion for the XO 

line of hardware. 

The Temperature Control (TC) feature of the 

XO Dynamic TC allows the user to pre-set a 

value in either Celsius or Fahrenheit in order to 

achieve a flavour "Sweet Spot". When the TC 

feature detects that the coil has hit the pre-set 

temperature the device will limit or cut off the 

power (Watts) to keep the coil at that 

temperature until the (Act) button is released. 

A similar anaJogy of this is cruise control in a car. 

After pre-setting the speed, the car adjusts 
power accordingly to maintain that speed 

depending on the road surface and incline. 

Temperature control requires specific coil types, 

the coil types supported by this device are coils 

using Ni200 (Nickel) wire, SS (Stainless Steel) 

wire or Ti (Titanium) wire. 

Coil Type Wattage Mode Temperature Mode 

Kanthal ../ X 

Ni200 (Nickel) X ../ 

Ti (Titanium) X ../ 

NiCh(Nichrome) X ../ 

SS (Stainless Steel) ../ ../ 

0.5 Q SS - Perfect for temperature control (S 

Mode) vaping or higher wattages and direa lung 
inhales. 

0.8 Q & 1.8 Q Kanthal - Tighter airfiow draw 

through the coil. Perfect for mouth to lung 

inhales. (Not temperature mode compatible) 

0.2Q Ni200 - Perfect for temperature control 

(Ni Mode) vaping and direa lung inhales. 

O.SQ SS 
(Direct Lung Inhale) 

0.2Q Nl200 
(Temperature Contro� 

I .8 Q Kanthal 
(Mouth-to-Lung Inhale) 

0.8 Q Kanthal 
(Mouth-to-Lung Inhale) 

I. Power On/Off: Press (Wattage/Temp) button 

for 1.5 seconds. 

2.Vaping: After attaching your chosen tank, filled 

with XO e-liquid, hold the (Act) button and 

inhale through the drip-tip. 

3. Settings Lock: To lock selected settings press 

and hold the (Wattage/Temp) and down(-) 

button simultaneously. 

4. Select Temperature/Power Mode: When the 

device is powered on press the (Wattage/Temp) 

button once with a single short press to switch 

between Wattage Mode, Temperature 

Mode-Farenheit and Temperature Mode-Celsius. 
If temperature control is preferable and your 

chosen coil supports temperature control press 

the (Wattage/Temp) button 3 times 

consecutively to cycle between modes. Modes 
supported are (Tl-Titanium, (N)-Ni200 (Nickel) 

and (SJ-Stainless Steel. Once the correct mode 

for your coil type is selected preferred 
temperature/wattage can be selected using the 
up(+) and down(-) buttons. 

Please read this manual carefully and fully 
prior to use of the device. Liberty Flights 
are not responsible for any intentional 
damage or improper use. 

I. You must be at least 18 years old to use this product. 
2. Not intended for use by persons pregnant, or breast 

feeding, anyone at risk of heart disease or asthma 
3. Keep out of reach of children and pets. 
4. Do not intentionally abuse, damage, pierce, drop or place 

in water. 
5. Do not disassemble the device. 
6. Only charge device using a computer USB port or a 

Liberty Flights USB wall adapter, failure to do so may cause 
fire or injury. 

7. Ensure device is switched off when not in use 
8. Do not charge overnight or unattended 
9. Do not carry in a pocket or with other loose items such as 

keys or coins. 
I 0. No recorded medical side effects. 

To learn more about our products and vaping contact 

www.liberty-flights.co.uk 

Liberty Flights 
8-9 Arkwri[ht Court, Darwen, 

Lancashire, BB3 OFG 

0345 2579008 
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